
Using ActionScript
Lesson Three

Previously in our lessons, we have looked at making changes at the start of a 
game. In this lesson we are going to learn how to use code during a game.

 Load the example game - lesson3.2diy
(you will find it in Computer >> Resources >> 2DIY >> Lessons)

 Can you see a problem with this game? Is it possible to complete it?

 We need to find a way to ‘appear’ inside the box. We can do this by using a 
monster element in the game, but instead of losing a life when our character 
touches the monster, we can make our character jump to a different place on the 
screen.

 Add a monster element to the loaded game.

 RIGHT click on the monster element so that a window appears, like the one 
shown below.

 Look at the image at the bottom - it has the monster and the character touching 
each other, and gives us choices about what should happen. We do not want to 
lose a life, we want to add some code. We can do this if choose ‘Advanced..’

 Now we need to decide where to make our character jump to on the screen. This 
is where we need to remember our graphing and coordinate work in maths lessons, 
and how we have an x and a y axis. The x axis moves horizontally across the 
screen, and the y axis moves vertically.
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 2DIY is a little different to our maths lessons though, because rather than starting 
with 0,0 in the bottom left corner (like we do with a graph), 0,0 is the TOP LEFT 
corner. 

 There are 16 ‘blocks’ going across the screen, each being 40 pixels (dots) wide 
and 40 pixels high. There are 12 blocks going down the screen.

 Knowing this we can work out where to make our character appear. In the game 
we loaded, we want to make our character appear in the box - maybe at the left 
hand side of it. This is 7 blocks down the screen, and 5 squares across. 7 x 
40pixels = 280pixels, and 5 x 40pixels = 200pixels. This means that the bottom right 
of the block is 280,200.

 We can add this to the ‘advanced’ code of the monster element. The code we 
need to add is

_root.player._x=200;
_root.player._y=280;

 Can you work out what this code does? 

_root.player. will make the changes to your character
_x= is our horizontal value
_y= is our vertical value
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Note:
punctuation is very important in our code.

Make sure you include the . after ‘player’ and each instruction finishes with a ;

 Now try your game. What happens when your character touches the monster?

 How could you make your character appear inside the box in a better position?

 Can you change the values of x and y until it looks right? (Clue: we entered the x 
and y values for the BOTTOM RIGHT of the block)

 Play your game. Does your character now ‘teleport’ inside the block?

 Finally, to complete your game;

• Click on the ‘i’ icon and give your game a name (can you think of a jokey title to do 
with the character being able to teleport?) 

• Leave the platform and apples graphics as they are for the moment*

• Change the monster graphic to a door

• Add a sun element where your character appears inside the box. Change the 
graphic to a door.

• Save your game (call it ‘lesson3’) into your own area.

* As we are learning how to use code to alter our games, we don’t want to spend 
time looking for graphics. We can make our games look great once we have learnt 
all about coding, and have our games working correctly.
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:Notes:

Congratulations - you’ve used ActionScript to make an advanced effect


